The rational economic load dispatch can not only save the energy, but also improve efficiency of power systems. Therefore it is important to research economic load dispatch problem. However, The problem is a complex and nonlinear optimization problem considering valve-point loading effects of generating units; it is difficult to solve the problem using traditional optimization method. Therefore, this paper presents a chaotic quantum-behaved particle swarm optimization (CQPSO) 
Preface
Power system in meeting the economic load distribution requires power production safe, reliable, high-quality, under the premise of which it reasonable scheduling the load distribution of generators, to gain greater economic benefits. Obtaining the optimal solution of the economic load distribution problem has important significance to improve the reliability of the system operation economical.
The economic load distribution of plan and power generating sets penalty point effect is a largedimensional containing index function nonlinear optimization problems, to which domestic and overseas scholars have studied. The traditional nonlinear optimization methods are hard to give efficient solution of the economic dispatch; In recent years, some intelligent optimization algorithm, which successfully used to solve economic dispatch, has obtained the certain effect; However, by using intelligent optimization algorithm process there will be shortcomings of converging local optimal solution. Compared with other random search method, particle swarm optimization (PSO) is more stable convergence properties. It can generate high quality solution in short computing time, but easy into local optimal and search precision [1] . Literature [2] advised that PSO is earliest used to solve the economic dispatch, but only consider a job dead zone constraint. In reference [3] based PSO it add an adaptive mutation operator to prevent algorithm in constraint condition early, but did not put forward to the processing of the methods available. [4] put forward a kind of repair for violations limit particles strategy revised, and joined the penalty function technique, make particle near optimal feasible solution as far as possible, but still not very good solve "premature" problems and effectively improve algorithm speed. In order to improve the particle swarm the convergence of the algorithm, this paper, which based on the quantum behavior characteristics of the Chaotic particle swarm hybrid optimization algorithm (CQPSO), is to solve the economic load allocation problem of the Chaotic quantum-behaved particle swarm optimization.
Objective function
The cost characteristic function of the power generator can commonly conic expressed as:
Type: ai, bi, ci is respectively unit cost coefficients. Although a quadratic function can approximate represent generator fuel cost function. However, ignoring penalty points effect will lead to that distribution results is not accurate. Therefore, considering penalty points for coal-fired plants is more reasonable effects, considering the penalty points of generators after effects can be expressed cost fuel depletion as follows [3, 5] :
Type of ei and fi generator I the penalty points effect coefficient. Therefore, the fuel cost minimization, type 2 can be expressed as type 3:
Here ' i F after considering the penalty points effect generator fuel costs I functions ($/ h); N is crew sets. Obviously, after plan and penalty points effect, the objective function increased non-linear characteristics, optimization calculation process, search easily into the local optimal solution. Therefore, in order to improve the optimization effect, this paper use of behavioral characteristics based on the quantum mixed chaotic particle swarm optimization algorithm for solving the economic load with penalty points effect allocation problem.
Constraint conditions
The constraint conditions of power system economic load distribution main considerate generator running constraint condition and power balance constraints.
(1) system power balance constraint
Type: Pimax Pimin are respectively the smallest unit output and the maximum output. PL is the total line loss (MW); This article does not consider the line loss, so PL = 0. System line loss can directly use B coefficient matrix iterative calculation. The mathematical model of the economic distribution equation of the cost function is minimal. ELD problems with optimization algorithm, we should handle constraint conditions, this paper adopts self-adaptive outside the penalty function method processing constraints, there will be constraint problems into unconstrained problems, to simplify constraint processing. 
CQPSO optimization algorithm

Based on particle swarm algorithm
Particle swarm algorithm is simulated flock prey behavior to find the optimal solution of the optimization problem, particle swarm optimization can be initialized to a group of random particles (random solution), and then by iterative find optimal solutions. In each iteration, particle renew itself by tracking two "extreme", one is particles found itself the most optimal value, the other is a whole population currently find global optimal value. After find the two extreme, each particle according to type (6) type (7) to update your speed and position [6] :
Type: k is iterations; Vi,dk is the particle's velocity vector; Xi,dk is the position of the particles; r1 and r2 is a random number between 0 ~ 1; ω is inertial coefficient, generally take the number between 0 ~ 1; Φ 1, φ 2 is accelerated coefficient, generally take the number between 0 ~ 2. Traditionally take ω= 1, φ 1 = φ 2 = 2.
quantum particle swarm algorithm
Quantum particle swarm optimization (QPSO) is a product combining quantum computing with particle swarm algorithm. It is the basic particles in a particle swarm optimization based convergence property by quantum physics, the basic theory put forward by the inspiration of [7] . It is different from the particle swarm optimization algorithm, quantum particle swarm simulate Schrodinger equation, this equation has closed the evolution of a quantum system is a kind of means. Due to the state of aggregation of particle meet quantum-behaved particle swarm optimization is of an entirely different character, the particle can be in the search space, so in the optimization of quantum particle swarm optimization algorithm has strong global optimization performance. And that quantum particle swarm optimization algorithm fewer number of parameters, evolution equation form simpler, easier to control.
In QPSO, particle swarm no longer follow the formula (6), (7) to update and its updated formula as type (8) - (10) shows:
Among them, the type (8) r1 and r2 is a random number between 0 and 1. pid is the random position between pbest and gbest pid; M is the scale of particle swarm optimization, type (9) mbest is the current optimal position of every individual in the center; Type (10), parameter beta called expansionshrinkage factors, is used to control the algorithm convergence speed, this is the only need to control parameters quantum-behaved particle swarm optimization. Although QPSO algorithm has higher convergence, but it will also fall into local optimal solution, in order to improve performance, we need to improve algorithm. Chaos optimization seemingly random yet implied delicate inner structure, which has the "random", "ergodicity" and "regular", can according to their own rules don't repeatedly to traverse all state. Chaos optimization has on the initial conditions hypersensitive, easy to jump out of local minimum values, search speed etc, but in the search space big when the effect is not distinct. Logistic mapping is a typical iteration formulas of chaotic systems, such as type (11) [8] [9] :
chaotic search strategy
Type: n = 0, 1... , ∈ μ (2, 4], zn+1 is z0 in n iteration, μ is the control parameters, when μ=4,it will engender totally chaotic phenomenon.
Chaotic variables and random variables can undertake conversion, between (xmin, xmax ), the variable equation (12) 
According to zik using Logistic chaos mapping equation of the next cycle won chaotic variables zik+1. Use equation (13) can the chaotic variables to convert to zik+1decision variables xik+1
The basic idea of CQPSO optimization search for the characteristics of chaos is: first, use quantumbehaved particle swarm optimization algorithm, when particles into the local optimal solution, exert the chaos, make particle jump out of local extremum area, to find the optimal solutions. When satisfy the following any conditions, the algorithm terminate running:
(1) after applied chaos in the optimal value continuous generation did not change; (2) reach maximum iterating times K.
algorithm steps
So the algorithm process of QPSO is: 1) initialization population: including population size M, maximum iterating times K, random r1, r2, randomly generated M a particle position, initial velocity and disturbance quantity z0, each disturbance component in the value between 0 ~ 1; 2) use quantum particle swarm optimization objective function (1) according to the objective function type (3) type (8) the new position of computing the particles; (2) update the best position vector each particle pbest, will the new location value generation into type (3) calculation of particle fitness F (xid), the best position each particle after pbesti, defined as individuals in all the optimal solution of the selected pbesti gbest global optimal solution.
(3) update group experienced by all particles in the best position vector gbest; (4) according to the formula (9) pbest intermediate position vector calculation mbest; (5) according to the formula (8) calculation of random dots each particle pid; (6) according to the formula (10) update each particle current position vector xid; Repeated execution step 2), until the globally optimal value continuous t generation doesn't change exit circulation, turn to step 3);
3) through the chaotic transform xid 'decision variables, check whether the variable in range, if not in range, will the setting of boundary values; 4) Take xid and xid′ respectively generation into type (3) to calculated. compare F(xid)、F(xid′ ) and F(pbesti), to determine the optimal size of the pbesti, if F (xid') < F (xid), makes xid=xid′; 5) compared F(pbesti) with F(gbest) to determine new gbest and update the particle speed and position; 6) to judge whether meet the conditions for the termination, if not, then turn step 3) continue; Otherwise, the output current terminate running the optimal solution and optimal value.
The algorithm flow chart shows as figure 1: Figure 1 . QPSO algorithm flow chart
The advantages of QPSO algorithm
1)Quantum system is a complex nonlinear system and complies with state overlap principle. Therefore, quantum system has more states than a linear system.
2)Quantum system is an uncertainty system differing from typical stochastic system. In such a system, a particle can appear in any position of the search space with a certain probability, because particles have no certain tracks.
3)Compared with the traditional PSO algorithm, QPSO algorithm has the following advantages: (1)Less number of parameters. PSO algorithm needs to adjust parameters: φ1, φ2 and ω ccording to specific problems. QPSO algorithm only needs to adjust the unique parameter β according to specific problems. This greatly reduces the adjusting difficulty of program parameter.
(2)In PSO algorithm, in order to ensure the aggregation of the particle swarm, particles must be in a limited search range, and make the algorithm converge to an optimal point or local optimal point. In traditional PSO algorithm, the limited search range limits the particle in a fixed area. However, In QPSO algorithm, a particle can appear in any position of the whole feasible search space with a certain probability, even a position far away from p point. Such a position may have better adaptive value than the pbest of the current group. QPSO algorithm can converge to the global optimal point well, not easy to getting into the local optimal point. And it has strong global search capability and local search capability. At the beginning the global search capability of the algorithm is strong, the local search capability is relatively weak. As iteration, the global search capability will weaken relatively, and the local search capability will enhance relatively.
(3)Robustness is good. The stability of QPSO algorithm is obviously better than all kinds of the developed PSO algorithm.
(4)High convergence speed QPSO algorithm can quickly converge to the global optimal point.
example analysis
In order to verify actual performance of CQPSO hybrid algorithm, the economic load distribution problems of power system are solved. Through literature [10] 13 unit composed of power system as an example, the total load for generator bear 2520MW, consider the valve point practive characteristics, ignoring system network loss effects. The generator's energy consumption characteristics see to literature [10] .
When using CQPSO algorithm to simulate, particle number M take 100, expansion -shrinkage factor β take 1, terminate iterations L take 2000. Using improved chaotic quantum particle swarm optimization algorithm is used to operate independently 30 times won the optimal value of the simulation results and convergence curve respectively in table 1 and figure 2 below. Figure 2 shows the convergence of the curve shows, improved chaotic quantum particle swarm optimization algorithm can effectively convergence to an optimal value. This paper gain optimization results and other intelligent optimization algorithm comparison also indicates that the CQPSO algorithm is effective. From table 1, the total operating cost of CQPSO algorithm is 24245.67 ($/ h), obviously better than the literature [7] with genetic algorithm (GA) and GA -SA computing the results obtained, including genetic algorithm for the minimum cost is 24398.23 ($/ h), GA -SA obtain optimal solution is 24275.71 ($/ h). Literature [3] the PSO -SQP algorithm can achieve the lowest cost to running is 24261.05 ($/ h), compared with this algorithm, this paper get reduced operating costs, which showed that the proposed convergence precision of chaotic quantum particle swarm optimization algorithm is slightly improved. This algorithm is an effective economic dispatch of solving the optimization algorithm.
Conclusion
This paper uses CQPSO algorithm successfully solved the problem of the constraint condition of electric power system with the economic load allocation. In conventional quantum particle swarm optimization algorithm on the basis of chaos is helpful to improve the global optimization ability the algorithm, rapid jump out of local extremum area. Compared with the traditional particle swarm optimization algorithms, improved CQPSO algorithm used to the economic load distribution problems, can reduce unit operation cost, save energy, and can be quickly obtain optimal solutions.
